
Nothing benefits an organization quite like the unification of all its data and platforms.

This is why Saisystems has developed an all-in-one bundle consisting of our RCM service and our PacEHR™ electronic 
health record. With this bundle, you can elevate your practice by keeping all your systems under one roof. 

Achieve Seamless Integration with
the RCM/PacEHR™ Electronic Health Record Bundle
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Our PacEHR™ electronic health record system holds a 
handful of features specifically designed to benefit and 
streamline the PALTC practice’s workflow.

PacEHR™ electronic health record can lend a helping 
hand with some of the following: 

• Slash the time you spend on documentation nearly 
in half. 

Bundle RCM with
PacEHR™
Electronic Health Record 

Even though it’s one of the most important aspects of any 
organization, billing is also one of the biggest headaches. 

Our RCM platform can assist in some of the following: 

PacEHR™ Electronic Health Record

Revenue Cycle Mangement
• Reduce administrative issues with industry 

expertise in billing, coding, and much more. 

With our RCM/PacEHR™ electronic health 
record bundle, integrating your practice’s 
systems and platforms has never been 
easier. 

Whether it’s eliminating payment 
interruptions or streamlining electronic 
health records, this bundle is a perfect one-
two punch that can benefit your practice 
with attributes like:

Make it the Best of Both Worlds with
Advanced Electronic Records and Optimized Billing Schedules 

• Business intelligence software, navigatEHR included, 
resulting in greater insight and in-depth analytics

• Seamless data integration that links the encounters you 
enter in PacEHR™ electronic health record to your RCM

• One vendor, one point of contact 

• No monthly fee for connecting with your practice 
management systems 

• Works seamlessly with your practice management system

With the RCM/PacEHR™ electronic health record bundle, your organization can avoid 
the typical pitfalls of billing scheduling and record management. 

• Rapidly integrate with effective software systems 
and facilities.

• Eradicate payment interruptions while reinforcing 
your revenue using data insights.


